
 
 
 
 
                                  

 
 
 

 
November 12, 2013 
 
Mr. Frank DePaola 
Administrator, Highway Division 
MassDOT 
10 Park Plaza 
Boston, MA 02114 
 
RE:  Proposal for Immediate, Near-Term, and Long-Term Improvements to Cambridge Street 
bridge over I-90, Allston, Boston, Massachusetts 
 
Dear Administrator DePaola: 
 
Thank you for your attention to our earlier letter dated July 3 regarding the reconstruction of the 
Cambridge Street overpass. We are grateful that MassDOT has taken the time to consider the ideas 
contained therein, and we look forward to the public meeting on Nov. 19 to discuss the proposed 
modifications to the project design.  

In advance of that meeting the undersigned organizations and citizens are writing to ask you to 
incorporate the following proposals to improve pedestrian and bicycle safety on the Cambridge 
Street bridge. Some of these proposals are immediate changes to improve the pedestrian 
experience, and some are changes that should be incorporated into the project in the near term. 
Finally, in light of Governor Patrick’s recent announcement of major changes to I-90 in Allston-
Brighton, we believe there is an opportunity to rethink the Cambridge Street project as part of a 
larger vision for a more livable corridor connecting the neighborhood on both sides of the turnpike.  

Our requests are made in the context of the September 2013 Healthy Transportation Policy 
Directive signed by Secretary Davey and the heads of each MassDOT division, including yourself. 
This directive requires that all projects that have not yet been bid for construction be evaluated 
“for conformance with the specifications and spirit of this Healthy Transportation Directive.” In 
particular, “Projects programmed for federal and state funding within the next four fiscal years 
should be reviewed as a priority…Projects should not advance in the design process until they have 
undertaken this review…MassDOT funded or designed projects that fail to provide facilities for 
healthy transportation modes, as identified by the aforementioned reviews, shall require signoff by 
the Secretary and CEO of Transportation prior advancing additional design work.” (Underscoring in 
original.) In addition to the overall directive that “All project proposals being reviewed or designed 
by MassDOT including new design, retrofits and maintenance…shall seek to add facilities that 
increase and encourage healthy transportation,” the directive is specific that areas that are 
currently unsafe for pedestrians, cyclists and transit users are to be a priority, especially if they are 
located in Environmental Justice communities such as the area around Cambridge Street: 
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“MassDOT shall initiate road safety audits of known clustered incident sites where healthy 
transportation users are involved, to improve customer safety for more vulnerable users. This 
effort shall have an initial emphasis on healthy transportation users in Environmental Justice 
communities.”  

Our proposals to ensure that the Cambridge Street corridor meets these goals include: 
 
1. Immediate (within four weeks):  

 Fix and reopen the currently closed sidewalk 

 Restripe the road to add bike lanes 

MassDOT should immediately (within four weeks) fix and reopen the closed sidewalk on the 
“southbound” side of the bridge. Currently, pedestrians are forced to use a temporary path 
located down at the roadway grade. This makeshift path–delineated by temporary concrete 
barriers–is dirty (litter and graffiti), narrow, and in violation of ADA standards. MassDOT should 
fix and reopen this sidewalk, providing desirable and safe conditions for pedestrians in this 
travel corridor. Dedicated bicycle lanes should also be installed to safely accommodate this 
important mobility option. These goals can be accomplished without altering the safety 
restriction that vehicles be prohibited from driving along the curb line. See Attachment A for 
more discussion of this existing condition. 

2. Near-term (as part of Project 606376): 

 Add a signalized intersection between Lincoln Street and Harvard Ave 

 Dramatically improve the aesthetics, cleanliness and perceptions of safety of the 
overpass and footbridge 

 Maintain the left turn onto Highgate Street 

 Modify plans that would direct cyclists onto the sidewalk as they approach Harvard Ave. 

MassDOT should modify its design plans for Project File No. 606376, proposed deck 
replacement of bridge #B-16-056, Cambridge Street over I-90 to incorporate a new signalized 
intersection or pedestrian-activated stoplight or HAWK signal to stop road traffic and allow 
pedestrians to cross safely. Currently, in this vicinity, signalized crosswalks across Cambridge 
Street exist only at Harvard Avenue and North Harvard Street, a distance of over 1/3 mile. 
Vehicle intersections at Linden Street and Lincoln Street do not have crosswalks or pedestrian 
signals. Pedestrians and bicyclists crossing over I-90 between North Allston and Allston Village 
travel on either the Franklin Street Pedestrian overpass or the Mansfield Street stairway/ramp. 
Both of these access points are mid-block relative to the two existing signalized crosswalks; 
using either of the existing signalized crosswalks adds as much as 2,000 feet to the desired 
travel path. Too many pedestrians and bicyclists simply bypass the existing signals and cross 
“mid-block”, without the safety benefits of traffic control devices. Excessive motor vehicle 
speeds make matters worse. See Attachment B for some examples of tragic conflicts between 
vehicles and bicyclists and pedestrians in this area of the past several years.  
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An expedient “mid-point” crossing located somewhere between the existing two signals is 
urgently needed, and would provide important safety improvements for pedestrians, bicyclists, 
and motorists alike.  This should be accompanied by clear signage and consistent speed limits, 
as there are currently signs for 30mph, 35pmh, and 40mph within the project area. We are 
prepared to help MassDOT address any and all technical aspects of this request, including sight 
safety distance and signal warrants. Either a standard traffic signal or a pedestrian-activated 
signal would be acceptable. See Attachment C for more details of this signalized pedestrian 
intersection request.  

In addition, any reconstruction of the bridge should improve the aesthetics and livability of the 
area. The Environmental Justice populations residing on both sides of Cambridge Street have 
suffered for decades the negative impacts of the Massachusetts Turnpike and the highway-style 
design of Cambridge Street. The poor conditions have also served to attract litter, graffiti and 
crime, and thus further deter neighborhood residents from traveling between North Allston 
and Allston Village. See Attachment D for instances of crime on the Franklin Street pedestrian 
bridge. The styles of fencing, lighting, and landscaping that are incorporated in any deck 
replacement can either improve livability in this Environmental Justice neighborhood, or they 
can reinforce decades of neglect. See Attachment E for examples of highway overpass designs 
that contribute to, rather than detract from, neighborhood character and livability. 

Finally, MassDOT’s most recent design proposals for the deck replacement contain two 
elements that would worsen operations of Cambridge Street for vehicles, pedestrians and 
bicyclists. The prohibition of vehicle left turns onto Highgate Street will funnel all traffic to 
Harvard Ave, thereby exacerbating an already highly congested corridor, and negatively 
impacting neighborhood businesses. In addition, the routing of the “southbound” bike lane up 
onto the sidewalk at the foot of the Franklin Street pedestrian bridge will cause excess conflicts 
between cyclists and pedestrians each traveling in both directions to and from the pedestrian 
bridge.  

3. Long-Term:  

 Incorporate the Cambridge Street overpass into plans to straighten the MassPike 

 Reconstruct the Franklin Street pedestrian bridge and Mansfield Street ramp to ADA 
standards 

MassDOT should commit to evaluate a new, modernized and more neighborhood-friendly 
Cambridge Street bridge overpass as part of its recently announced effort to rebuild and 
straighten part of the Massachusetts Turnpike that cuts through Allston. We understand this 
new effort would also reconfigure exit and entrance ramps as well as some local roads. In fact, 
we understand one of these plans (labeled “Alt. 8F3 Modified”) appears to require physical 
changes to the Cambridge Street bridge. As part of this new major highway initiative, MassDOT 
should re-imagine this section of Cambridge Street as a local, slow-speed roadway with 
relatively short blocks and other design elements to enhance walkability, bikability, and 
neighborhood quality of life.  
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Even if MassDOT provided the Immediate and Near-term requests herein, the Cambridge Street 
bridge corridor over I-90 would still fail to meet many of the important safety and livability 
needs of the Allston community. The existing Cambridge Street bridge was designed and built 
to serve as the initial terminus (starting in September 1964) for the Masspike’s Boston 
Extension from Route 128 towards downtown Boston. Thus, the Cambridge Street bridge was 
conceived in the 1960’s to support motor vehicle travel between western and eastern 
Massachusetts. The MassPike Extension terminated at Cambridge Street only between 1964 
and 1965, and the need for the Cambridge Street bridge to prioritize interstate motor vehicle 
travel over neighborhood needs has long since passed.  

The Cambridge Street overpass was also originally designed to support double-stack rail freight 
transport into downtown Boston. However, the Massachusetts State Rail Plan dated 2010, in 
relevant part, called for relocating the CSX freight rail operations from the Beacon Park Yard in 
Boston to rail yards in Westborough, Worcester and West Springfield. This relocation allows for 
the redevelopment of an 80+- acre parcel along the Charles River to serve as a new gateway 
district for the city. Indeed, earlier this year the CSX railroad opened its newly expanded 
intermodal terminal in Worcester, Massachusetts.  

The Allston community is negatively impacted by the existing Cambridge Street overpass and 
abutting I-90 corridor in a number of ways; those impacts can be reduced or eliminated through 
MassDOT’s new plans to rebuild and straighten the MassPike in Allston, including: 

• An overpass built with untypical high (and no longer needed) vertical clearances, resulting in a 
bridge deck elevation that is far too high in comparison with the surrounding residential and 
commercial neighborhoods. Lowering the elevation of this bridge overpass will greatly help 
reknit the North Allston and Allston Village neighborhoods.  

• An overpass built with excessive grades, resulting in a bridge deck that does not comply with 
ADA standards, is uncomfortable for effective pedestrian and bicycle travel, and one creates 
unsafe travel sight-lines between motorists and pedestrians/bicyclists. A newly designed and 
lowered bridge overpass can greatly reduce such unacceptable grades and serve to help 
reknit the North Allston and Allston Village neighborhoods. 

• Pedestrians and bicyclists crossing over I-90 between North Allston and Allston Village travel 
on either the Franklin Street Pedestrian overpass or the Mansfield Street stairway/ramp, 
access ways that fail to conform with ADA and other modern design requirements. MassDOT 
should investigate new, modern pedestrian and bicycle accommodations between North 
Allston and Allston Village. One such new accommodation has been recently suggested by a 
Massachusetts architect to provide an entrance gateway into Boston for vehicles traveling on 
I-90 and simultaneously honor individuals and communities victimized by the 2013 Boston 
Marathon bombing tragedies. We encourage MassDOT to give this proposal the serious 
consideration it deserves. See Attachment F for one proposal for such a memorial bridge. 

• Residents living in the North Allston community currently have no sound barrier to mitigate 
the relentless round-the-clock noise that I-90 generates, despite decades of promises that 
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remain unfulfilled. MassDOT should investigate measures to reduce such harmful noises and 
prioritize their implementation.  

4. Suggestion to save money and reduce construction impacts: By incorporating evaluation of a 
new modernized Cambridge Street bridge overpass into current planning efforts to straighten 
the MassPike in Allston, it’s possible that MassDOT could postpone or forgo Project File No. 
606376, proposed deck replacement of bridge #B-16-056, Cambridge Street over I-90 (see #2 
above). Perhaps, a greatly reduced Phase 1 work scope could be created to implement the new 
signalized pedestrian crossing on the existing Cambridge Street overpass requested herein as 
well as address any short-term structural issues that may need to be fortified prior to the 
construction of the MassPike straightening project (and new Cambridge Street overpass) 
constructed later this decade.  

We thank MassDOT for their consideration of the various proposals requested herein. Together, we 
believe these ideas can combine to create an I-90 corridor that works better for both those who 
travel on the MassPike and for people who walk, bicycle, or otherwise travel in the North Allston 
and Allston Village neighborhoods. We stand ready to assist MassDOT to help clarify and otherwise 
implement our ideas, and will contact your office to schedule a meeting on these important issues. 

Sincerely,  

Allston-Brighton Bikes 
Galen Mook, President 
 
Allston Civic Association 
Paul Berkeley, President 

Allston Village Main Streets 
Scott Matalon, President 

Barrington Vaughn Brinson Memorial Fund 
Lisa Smith, mother of Barrington Vaughn Brinson 

Charles River Conservancy 
Renata Von Tscharner, President 

CommonWheels Bicycle Co-Op 
Jessica Robertson, Board of Directors 
 
LivableStreets Alliance 
Charlie Denison, Board of Directors, Advocacy Chair 
 
Massachusetts Bicycle Coalition 
David Watson, Executive Director 
 
WalkBoston 
Wendy Landman, Executive Director 
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cc:  
MassDOT 
Secretary Davey 
Michael O’Dowd 
Mark Gravallese 
 
City of Boston 
Mayor Menino 
Mayor-Elect Walsh 
City Councilor at Large Arroyo 
City Councilor at Large Connolly 
City Councilor at Large Pressley 
City Councilor at Large Murphy 
City Councilor Ciommo 
City Councilor at Large-Elect Wu 
City Councilor at Large-Elect Flaherty 
Commissioner Tinlin 
 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Senator Brownsberger 
Senator DiDomenico 
Representative Honan 
Representative Moran  
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Attachment A: Current conditions on Cambridge Street 
 

 
 
Pedestrian attempting to cross at the bottom of the Franklin  
St pedestrian bridge:  
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Wicked Local Allston  
Feb. 16, 2011 
 

Cambridge Street sidewalk still not shoveled remains an icy mess 
 
Dear Allston Tab,  
 
Regarding your article in the 
February 4 - 10 Tab, and 
request for unshoveled walk 
pictures. Please find attached 
SEVERAL pictures of the 
blighted turnpike over pass 
temporary walkway, which 
has REMAINED UNSHOVELED 
since Christmas. Neighbors 
and I have submitted this to 
the online city website, called 
the mayors hotline. No result 
yet. 
 
This is the heavily traveled 
portion of the sidewalk along 
Cambridge Street between 
the Allston pedestrian walkway, and the Lincoln St. Stairs. It is absolutely impassable without 
cleats. Most people just walk in the street, this is how a mother and child were hit by a car and 
seriously hurt the first week in February. 
 
Thanks, perhaps you can get some thing done. 
 
Victoria Stock 
Allston 
 
 
Read more: http://www.wickedlocal.com/allston/news/x454338833/Cambridge-Street-sidewalk-
still-not-shoveled-remains-an-icy-mess#ixzz2kM37sOXw  
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Attachment B: Recent tragic incidents on Cambridge Street. 

 
 

Public's help sought in finding driver who struck 6-year-old Allston 
girl 
January 11, 2011  
 
By John M. Guilfoil, Globe Staff 
 
Boston police and the parents of a 6-year-old Allston girl are asking 
for the public's help in tracking down the hit-and-run driver who 
struck the child while she walked with her parents Saturday night. 
 
Police described the vehicle as silver Jeep Grand Cherokee with 
front-end and possible headlight damage. Anyone with information 
can call 800-494-8477 or text TIP to the word CRIME (27463). All 
tips can be anonymous, police said. 
The girl was critically injured when she was hit by the SUV in 
Allston. According to police, she was walking with her parents 
around 8:20 p.m. near the intersection of Cambridge Street and 
Harvard Avenue at the time. 
 
The Globe reports today that the girl's parents spoke with 
reporters at Children's Hospital Boston where their daughter is 
being treated. 
 
“We are asking with our hearts to please give information if you 
have it,’’ said the father, Salvador, who did not wish to give his 
family’s last name. “The person who hit my daughter did not hit an 
animal; they hit a person.’’ 
 
Salvador stood with his wife, Jovita, speaking Spanish as Police Superintendent Rafael Ruiz 
translated and echoed the sentiment. 
 
Dr. Robert Truog, the physician treating Melissa, said Monday that the child had a broken pelvis 
and bleeding in a lung and kidney. However, he said, more worrisome is the brain injury she 
suffered. 
 
“She has a number of areas of her brain where there’s bleeding,'' he said. “We hope that she’s 
going to make a full recovery, but right now it’s really too early to be sure. With traumatic brain 
injury like this it’s impossible to know for sure this early.’’ 
 

Melissa, hit-and-run victim 

http://www.boston.com/news/globe/
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Melissa was listed in serious condition at Children’s Hospital last night. 
 
Ruiz said Boston police will not inquire about the immigration status of anyone who comes forward 
with information that leads to the driver who struck Melissa. 
 

 
 

 
ALLSTON 

Risky business at intersection 
Cambridge-Franklin a hazardous crossing 

By Richard Thompson, Globe Correspondent  |  September 23, 2007 

From his office at the corner of Cambridge and Franklin streets, Brian Gutierrez can tune in to the sights and 
sounds of his Allston neighborhood. 

The problem is that the scene consists mainly of the roar of traffic, punctuated by screeching brakes and 
honking horns. 

"That intersection is pretty bad," said Gutierrez, who has worked at AAW Insurance for six months. "It's not 
that nobody knows what the rules are; it's that nobody cares what the rules are." 

In addition to the streets just outside Gutierrez's window, hazardous traffic extends westward along 
Cambridge Street, past Interstate 90, and toward the intersection with Harvard Avenue. Residents have had 
longstanding complaints about dangerous conditions, which have been brought to attention by accidents in 
recent months. 

Gutierrez said his concerns were underscored in May when 23-year-old bicyclist Kelly Wallace was struck 
and killed by a driver who made a right-hand turn from Harvard Avenue onto Cambridge Street, according to 
police reports. 

It was a similar scene on Sept. 13, when a car knocked 25-year-old Gabriel Newman from his skateboard 
only yards away from the site of the accident in May. When police arrived, Newman was found lying 
semiconscious on the street, with his head against the edge of the concrete median, according to police 
reports. He was treated at an area hospital and was released five days later. 

Charlie Denison, a board member for the Livable Streets Alliance, a nonprofit group that has pushed for an 
urban transportation system to balance biking, walking, and driving in the Boston area, said the accidents 
occurred "in one of the more dangerous intersections in the neighborhood." 

Denison, who lived along Harvard and Commonwealth avenues in Allston for three years, said the 
Cambridge-Franklin intersection's design and downward slant limits visibility around its corners. Parked cars 
on Cambridge also limit visibility. 

"Traffic goes pretty fast down that hill, and it's also pretty heavy any time of the day because it's such a major 
route," Denison said. "And you've got a lot of movement going on, so it's pretty complicated." 

A major problem is that cars on Franklin turn west onto Cambridge and head toward Interstate 90. They meet 
cars from Harvard turning east on Cambridge as they head toward the Pike. 

http://www.boston.com/news/globe/
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Paul Berkeley, president of the Allston Civic Association, said he could recall accidents on both sides of the 
turnpike offramp, adding that "the level of aggression at that intersection [of Franklin and Cambridge], I think, 
is pretty high. 

"It's one of those intersections where people just drive at each other, and either the fastest or the weakest 
determines who goes first," he said. 

"When you have two cars heading into it, both wanting to turn in the same direction, one is going to go and 
the other is going to give." 

Berkeley expressed concern about a pedestrian footbridge near the intersection because he said it could 
cause an unsuspecting bicyclist or pedestrian who gains speed on the descent to enter into several lanes of 
traffic. 

"There's no margin for error," he said. "You take one step off and you're nailed." 

At the other side of Franklin and Cambridge streets, a pair of chained bicycles adorned with pink, white, and 
yellow flowers serve as a graphic reminder of the bicyclist who was killed at the intersection this year. 

Along a chain-link fence behind the bicycles, the phrase, "You Are Beautiful," recently was spelled out with 
plastic cups lodged in between the metal links. 

"It's a busy spot," said Abbie Mullet, who works at nearby Stingray Body Art. "People fly up toward the 
highway, and it doesn't help, with the parking everywhere." 

Gutierrez agreed. 

"After that young girl was killed, I assumed they would take things more seriously. I thought they'd be a little 
more responsible."  
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Attachment C: Request for a signalized intersection between Mansfield Street and Linden Street. 
 
We understand that various structural aspects of the overpass make a signalized pedestrian 
intersection challenging. However, we believe that a crossing at or near the Mansfield Street 
stairs/ramp avoids these challenges. 
 
Proposed location of a signalized pedestrian intersection: 

 
 
View looking toward Allston Village: 

 
 
View looking toward the Charles River: 
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More detail on sightlines: 
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Attachment D: Examples of crime occurring on the Franklin Street pedestrian bridge. 
 

BPDNews.com 

DAILY INCIDENTS FOR SUNDAY, APRIL 6, 

2008 
April 05, 2008 

Suspect Arrested After Attempted Attack Last night, Saturday, April 5, 2008 around 

9:26pm, officers from District D-14 (Allston and Brighton) responded to a radio call 

indicating that a Hispanic male, 5’6” in height, wearing a blue shirt tried to assault a victim 

near the Cambridge St. and Harvard Ave. Bridge. Officers responded to the area of the call, 

and a short time later observed an individual matching the suspect description walking at a 

fast pace on Harvard Ave. from the direction of Cambridge Street. Repeatedly looking over 

his shoulder. Detectives approached the suspect, and identified themselves to the suspect as 

police officers. After officers identified themselves, the suspect reached for his pants in an 

excited manner. Officers fearing that the suspect was armed conducted a pat frisk of his outer 

clothing, and recovered a large double-edged knife from his pocket. The victim who had 

been attacked earlier responded to the scene responded to the officers location and positively 

identified the suspect as the one who had attacked her on the Mass Pike footbridge. Officers 

interviewed the victim who reported that she had gotten off the bus, and as she crossed the 

footbridge, which is enclosed, she observed the suspect in the middle area of the bridge. The 

victim reported that the suspect appeared to be looking at her as she approached his location 

on the bridge. The victim reported that as she neared the suspect, he lunged at her, swiping at 

her and attempted to take hold of her. The victim was able to evade the suspect, and fled 

from the area. The suspect, Oscar Renderos, 25, of Allston was arrested and charged with 

Carrying a Dangerous Weapon, and Assault with Intent to Rob.  

 

Boston Police Incidents for December 20, 2005 
December 19, 2005 

Male Robbed at Knife Point in Allston A black male 5’10”in his 20’s armed with a knife, 

robbed a male victim as he crossed the foot-bridge over the Massachusetts Turnpike in 

Allston around 2045hrs on 12/19/2005. The victim was not injured during this incident.  
  

http://bpdnews.com/blog/2008/04/06/daily-incidents-for-sunday-april-6-2008
http://bpdnews.com/blog/2008/04/06/daily-incidents-for-sunday-april-6-2008
http://bpdnews.com/blog/2008/04/06/daily-incidents-for-sunday-april-6-2008
http://bpdnews.com/blog/2005/12/20/boston-police-incidents-for-december-20-2005
http://bpdnews.com/blog/2005/12/20/boston-police-incidents-for-december-20-2005
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Attachment E: Examples of highway overpass designs that enhance livability and neighborhood 
character. 
 
Nashville: 

 
 
Missouri: 
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California: 

 
 
 
Ohio DOT proposals for an overpass over I-70: 
http://www.columbusunderground.com/odot-seeks-feedback-on-downtown-bridge-and-
street-designs 

 
  

http://www.columbusunderground.com/odot-seeks-feedback-on-downtown-bridge-and-street-designs
http://www.columbusunderground.com/odot-seeks-feedback-on-downtown-bridge-and-street-designs
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Attachment F: Proposal for a Boston Marathon Memorial Pedestrian Bridge to replace the 
Franklin Street pedestrian bridge. 
 
www.runnersworld.com 

Boston Marathon Historian Wants Memorial Running Bridge 

Tom Derderian is pushing for a new pedestrian bridge to honor marathon bombing victims. 

By Scott Douglas 

Published July 10, 2013 

 

An influential figure in Boston running circles thinks he knows how best to memorialize the attack at this 

year's Boston Marathon: A new pedestrian footbridge across the Massachusetts Turnpike. 

"Let’s memorialize the victims of the Boston Marathon bombing and celebrate the freedom of the streets 

by making a memorial running street over a bridge," Derderian, author of Boston Marathon, writes in 

the current issue of New England Runner. "Let’s build a running bridge replete with all that bridges 

symbolize in bringing people of all sides together. On it we can list the names, like on the Vietnam 

Memorial in Washington, D.C., of the victims and on it can run, walk, or cycle all who want to echo 

Boston Strong." 

Derderian, who is the president of the New England chapter of USA Track & Field, proposed the idea in 

May at a board meeting of that organization. The board, he says, voted unanimously in support of the 

bridge. 

"I imagine a sweeping cable-stayed bridge over the Mass Pike, replacing the rusting, aging, industrial 

Linden Street to Lincoln pedestrian walkway with a grand memorial gateway to Boston that arches over 

http://www.runnersworld.com/person/scott-douglas
http://www.runnersworld.com/tag/boston-marathon
http://www.amazon.com/Boston-Marathon-Centennial-Race-Tom-Derderian/dp/0880114797/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1373474427&sr=1-1&keywords=derderian
http://www.nerunner.com/ME2/Default.asp
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the highway in a sweeping single span to connect the Boston University/Kenmore Square area with the 

North Harvard and the Charles River," Derderian writes. 

His sketch of the idea is seen above. 

"Everyone driving to Boston on I-90 would see it and remember," Derderian writes. "Runners training 

for the marathon would pass over it and the buses carrying runners to the marathon start would pass 

under it. The Boston Strong Bridge would symbolize strength and defiance and, of course, enhance 

Boston as a pedestrian city friendly to bikers and runners." 

Derderian recognizes that it's going to take a lot of legwork for his idea to become reality. 

"There are plans to rebuild the nearby Cambridge Street auto bridge, so I have to get someone thinking 

of fusing the memorial idea with the 2-year, $10 million dollar project that is already planned," 

Derderian told Runner's World Newswire. 

"Not that many have really thought about a memorial except that there should be one," Derderian says. 

Last month, the makeshift memorial near the marathon finish line was removed. Items that had been left 

were moved to the city's archives in West Roxbury. 

Also last month, Boston Mayor Tom Menino said that a Remembrance Committee would be formed to 

help establish a permanent memorial. 

Derderian isn't waiting for that committee to form. He's trying to organize a meeting among the mayor's 

office, the Boston Athletic Association and USATF-New England about his bridge idea. 

 

http://www.runnersworld.com/general-interest/boston-marathon-memorial-to-be-removed-tuesday
http://www.runnersworld.com/tag/boston-athletic-association

